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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Title

AIOTI

Alliance for the IoT Innovation

BDE

Big Data Europe

BDVe

Big Data Value Ecosystem

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

BDV PPP

Big Data Value Public Private Partnership

CIM

Context Information Management

DEI

Digitizing European Industry

DG

Directorate General

DIH

Digital Innovation Hub

DSS

Decision Support System

EBDVF

European Big Data Value Forum

EC

European Commission

EFFRA

European Factories of the Future Research Association

EU

European Union

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

HPC

High Performance Computing

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

IoT

Internet of Things

IT

Information Technologies

ITS

Information and Society Technologies

LSP

Large Scale Pilot

RDA

Research Data Alliance

R&I

Research and Innovation

RoI

Return on Investment

RTD

Research and Technology Development

S3

Smart Specialization Strategy
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SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

TF

Task Force

T&L

Transport and Logistics

UK

United Kingdom

US

United States

USP

Unique Selling Proposition

WP

Work Programme
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
In the context of establishing relationships for the sake of coordination and
increased impact, one of the main target groups of the PPP and hence, of interest for
WP3, is the engagement of organizations in different industrial sectors and in
particular “users”. By this term we refer to those organizations that adopt Big Data
technologies in their domains and that, in many cases, are also data owners.
Engaging these actors usually goes hand-in-hand with the involvement of suppliers
that are specialized in the domain (for example, a provider of logistic solutions that
applies Big Data as well as other technologies and who generally does not supply
such solutions to other sectors). Being the PPP a very technology-focused initiative,
this is a challenge. Here, use cases and pilots emerge as the most effective tool to
demonstrate the benefits and impact of Big Data in real settings and applications.
In this deliverable we describe the stay of play in the PPP from the point of view of
engagement with user-sectorial communities which includes a description of pilots
of the PPP portfolio. We provide details of actions carried out in the first reporting
period to enrich the ecosystem from the sectorial point of view, make the results of
the PPP known by potential adopters of Big Data technologies and keep a dialogue
with the relevant players of each domain tackled by the PPP. The Big Data landscape,
a tool to visually represent all actors and resources on a map is also introduced, since
it will be one of the tools that we will use to connect stakeholders and communities.
Finally, we depict the action plan for the future, with a focus on an agenda of
webinars that will be launched in autumn in cooperation with WP2 and that will
include topics of both technical and business nature.
Even though we have followed the strategy depicted in D3.2, we tackled this activity
with some degree of flexibility in order to adapt to changes and evolution of the PPP
and its surrounding environment. A specific sub-working group on Big Data for the
Food industry has been created and formalized in the context of BDVA, as an
achievement of this WP. Furthermore, realistic plans exist for the development of a
data community around Public Sector.
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1 Introduction
The main motivation behind WP3 is building the BDV PPP community and ensuring
engagement of all relevant actors. In this respect, it works in alignment with the TF3
on membership in the context of BDVA, being the association one of the pillars of
the PPP. As it can be seen in the work plan, this entails activities that make the PPP
representative enough from different points of view, such as coverage of the
relevant data value chains, wide coverage of countries, inclusion of different sectors
or application domains of relevance to the EU economy, and all that adopting an
inclusive approach also from the perspective of typologies of organizations
(academia vs industry, big companies vs SME/startups).
As a result, and as it is documented in the deliverables, BDVe has paid attention to
attract (1) SMEs and startups (as well as actors like investors), (2) national initiatives
and their associated ecosystems, (3) projects of the program portfolio through the
PPP Governance Structure and (4) industrial associations working on different
technology domains but still important to the development of a flourishing European
Data Economy, as it could be the case of IoT or HPC. In this wide context of
establishing relationships for the sake of coordination and increased impact, one of
the main target groups and hence, area of attention of WP3, is (5) the engagement
of organizations in different industrial sectors and in particular “users”. By this term
we refer to those organizations that adopt Big Data technologies in their domains
and that, in many cases, are also data owners. Engaging these actors usually goes
hand-in-hand with the involvement of suppliers that are specialized in the domain
(for example, a provider of logistic solutions that applies Big Data as well as other
technologies and who generally does not supply such solutions to other sectors).
Being the PPP a very technology-focused initiative, this is a challenge. Here, use
cases and pilots emerge as the most effective tool to demonstrate the benefits and
impact of Big Data in real settings and applications.
In D3.2 “Value proposition and engagement plan for sectorial communities” –
submitted around 1 year ago- we made an analysis of potential opportunities in few
sectors, notably in the Food industry and the domain of Transport and Logistics. At
that time we decided to focus our efforts in few sectors per period to avoid too
much dispersion, while providing some support to other sectorial communities in
BDVA, as needed. A good number of initiatives were connected to our work and the
links have been reinforced in most cases. The same deliverable was providing at the
end a table with a summary of the Strategy, activities and assets for User
Engagement, which have been considered as a basis for the actions developed in the
first implementation period.
The contents of D3.2 were accompanied by D3.1 “Enriched Map of Big Data players
in Europe: user communities”, a record of major players operating in the two sectors
selected for the period and engaged in PPP activities.
For a global understanding of these activities, WP2 is also a direct contributor to the
Big Data ecosystem/community building. While WP3 focuses more on the
engagement aspects, WP2 reflects on the actions that are needed to increase impact
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and investments in Big Data. As a result, it also works on the analysis of
opportunities, definition of priorities or knowledge sharing among stakeholders that
lead to better understanding of Big Data and hence to increase the willingness to
adopt such technologies. D2.11 “Intermediate Report on Sector Workshops,
Webinars and Votings” in fact performs a revision of opportunities in both sectors
and describes additional actions to bring them together, as previously said, looking
at increasing investments in Big Data.
Looking at what could seem obvious overlaps, it is not by chance that WP3 will be a
main contributor to the series of webinars proposed by the project for the upcoming
period and described in D2.11. As such, some additional information on the business
part of that webinar strategy is added in this report.
Once the context and relationship between activities have been described we
explain here what the reader can find in D3.3. The document starts with the
overview of relevant sectors and domains in the PPP as of today. This information
is composed by two parts: (1) a summary of what has been produced for the PPP
monitoring report (as a result of the intense work performed by BDVA with BDVe
support) and (2) a list of existing pilots in the PPP, that should serve as tool for
engaging additional players in the domains.
The second part of the report documents some of the activities developed in the
period for user engagement following the aforementioned strategy [1] but also
adapting to emerging opportunities and the evolution of the PPP (this is explained in
more detail in the corresponding section).
The third chapter exposes one of the tools developed by BDVe, the Big Data
landscape, intended to give visibility to existing resources, players, assets,
supporting organizations, etc., on a map. The visual representation on a geographical
basis should help to create connections between the different parts of the
ecosystem. The Big Data landscape is not intended to support exclusively user
communities, but the wide umbrella of actors in the PPP. However, we include a
brief description of the tool here since there is no specific deliverable to document
such work (developed in a jointly manner between WP3 and WP5). Performance of
the tool will be evaluated in the upcoming periods once it is fully populated and
operational, as it will happen with the marketplace.
Finally, the document points out next steps and actions based on the current state
of play.

2 Sectors and domains in the PPP as of today
2.1 State of play and achievements (source: [2])
As part of the work developed for the monitoring report, BDVA, supported by
partners in BDVe, has gathered data to understand the current situation of activities
associated to the deployment and evaluation of Big Data in concrete industrial
sectors or application domains. Input comes essentially from two sources: the large
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scale pilots (also known as lighthouse projects) of the program and the sectorial
working groups that are operating in BDVA (under what it is known Task Force 7 on
Applications). The information provided here reflects the current state of play and
has been extracted directly from [2] with just minor changes for the sake of
context awareness (since the source is not yet available to the wider public).

2.1.1 Transport, mobility and logistics
Relevance of the Sector
Big Data will have profound economic and societal impact on mobility and logistics.
Mobility and logistics is one of the most-used industries in the world – with a
market size of about 1305 BEUR contributing to approximately 15% of GDP [3] and
to employment of around 11.2 million persons in EU-28, i.e., some 5.0 % of the total
workforce [4]. The improvements in operational efficiency empowered by Big Data
are expected to lead to 500 billion USD in value worldwide in the form of time and
fuel savings, as well as savings of 380 megatons CO2 in mobility and logistics [5]. With
freight transport activities projected to increase, with respect to 2005, by 40% in
2030 and by 80% in 2050 [6], transforming the current mobility and logistics
processes to become significantly more efficient, will have a profound impact. The
logistics sector is ideally placed to benefit from Big Data technologies, as it already
manages massive flow of goods and at the same time creates vast data sets [7] – a
10% efficiency improvement will lead to EU cost savings of 100 B€.
There are huge untapped opportunities for improving operational efficiency,
delivering improved customer experience, and creating new business processes and
business models, yet only 19% of EU mobility and logistics companies currently
employ Big Data solutions as part of value creation and business processes [8]. The
mobility and logistics sector is ready to exploit Big Data solutions to significantly
increase the EU market in the mobility and logistics sector.
As cited above, mobility and logistics is one of the most-used industries in the
world, contributing significantly to GDP and employment. However, with total goods
transport activities in EU-28 estimated to have amounted to 3,768 billion tonnekilometres1 and 6,391 billion person-kilometres (on average around 12,652 km per
person), mobility and logistics is also a key contributor to CO2 emissions with total
greenhouse gas emission of 4,824 megatonnes CO2. Therefore, any improvement in
efficiency will have profound impact on sustainability. This means the mobility and
logistics sector will hugely benefit from the introduction, adoption and large-scale
take-up of Big Data solutions. As mentioned above, Big Data solutions are only used
by a small fraction of EU mobility and logistics companies thus presenting a huge
opportunity for increasing the market share of Big Data solutions. In addition, the
nature of the majority of mobility and logistics data does not imply major legal
barriers to overcome before adaption for data-driven innovation and immediate
take up of Big Data Value PPP outcomes. As a consequence, the mobility and
logistics sector – compared with other sectors (such as healthcare, finance, media, or
telecommunications) – is optimally positioned and ready to deliver value from Big
Data solutions

1

A tonne-kilometre is the product of transported mass in tonnes and the distance in km.
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Nature of Data Assets in the Sector
The data characteristics expected for the transport, mobility and logistics sector have
been presented in a recent study [9], in which 69% of corporate executives named
greater data variety as the most important factor, followed by volume (25%), with
velocity (6%) trailing – indicating that the big opportunity lies in integrating more
sources of data, not bigger amounts.
Compared with other sectors (such as health, finance, or telecommunications), the
mobility and logistics sector faces less legal barriers for what concerns the use of
data to deliver value; e.g., due to the fact that the many of the available data sources
do not include personal-identifiable data. This means the mobility and logistics
sector – compared with other sectors – is very well positioned and ready to take up
Big Data solutions. Nevertheless, the European Data Protection Supervisor has
identified general concerns related to personal data in the mobility and logistics
domain [10], which should be addressed. Reasonable safeguards should be applied
to protect the personal information from unauthorised access, loss, misuse,
modification and disclosure.
As an example of the indicative volume, velocity and variety of data assets in the
application domain we are referring to average numbers computed from the 13
pilots of the ICT-15 Big Data PPP Lighthouse project Transforming Transport:
60,000 GB (volume), 24.5 GB/day (velocity), 22 different data sources.
Impact
Mobility and logistics stakeholders are already adopting technology and massively
storing data. Logistics providers already now manage a massive flow of goods and at
the same time create vast data sets. The volume, velocity and variety of data
generated today is unprecedented – it will fundamentally transform the sector.
Today these additional data sources augment traditional sources of transport data
collection, while in the future they will likely replace them [11]. From the transport
point of view, vehicles are massively incorporating telematics systems either as
OEM (Open On-start, BMW connected drive, Mercedes Embrace) or as existing plugand-play and retrofitting solutions available in the market (Openmatics, Geotab,
Mobile Devices, TomTom, etc.).
Improvements in transport processes will have significant societal impact, in
particular in terms of CO2 emissions. It is estimated that a 10% efficiency
improvement will lead to EU cost savings of 100 B€ and time and fuel savings of 90
megatons CO2 within the EU [12]. In addition Big Data applied to transport will
produce a safer mobility in the EU, contributing to reduce deaths in the transport
sector (26.000 people die every year in the EU in traffic accidents).
The mobility and logistics sector faces less legal barriers for what concerns the use
of data to deliver value; e.g., due to the fact that the many of the available data
sources do not include personal-identifiable data. In transport and logistic sector
both technologies and datasets are much more harmonised and standardised
contributing to much faster pan-EU implementation and adoption of big data
solutions than other sectors in which datasets curation and country-by-country
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adaptation is needed. This project demonstrates through pilot replications that
solutions developed in this sector are immediately implemented and adopted by
stakeholders in different countries and with different contexts.
The EU is pursuing the political aims (1) to reduce CO2 emissions by 40% by 2030, (2)
to reduce the number of deaths by car accidents by half by 2020 and (3) to support
methods for more effective use of cars and automobile fleets. These goals stem from
the circumstance that every year 26,000 people in the EU die in car accidents. 600
million tons of CO2 are produced, and of that amount a major proportion is caused
by poorly maintained vehicles and substandard traffic routing. Further, logistics is
considered as one driver for the Digital Single Market (e.g., currently 62% of
companies trying to sell online say that too-high parcel delivery costs are a barrier”
[13]).

2.1.2 Bioeconomy
Relevance of the Sector
Launched and adopted on 13 February 2012, Europe's Bioeconomy Strategy
addresses the production of renewable biological resources and their conversion
into vital products and bio-energy. Experiences from US show that bioeconomy and
specifically agriculture can get a significant boost from Big Data. In Europe, this
sector has until now attracted few large ICT vendors. Nevertheless, the share of
bioeconomy is remarkable large in the national economy in EU countries. The
European bioeconomy is already worth more than €2 trillion annually and employs
over 22 million people, often in rural or coastal areas and in Small and Medium Sized
Enterprises (SMEs).
Farm machines, fishing vessels and forestry machinery in use today collect large
quantities of data in new and previously unimaginable ways. Remote and local
sensors and imagery, and many other technologies, are all working together to give
details about soil content, marine environment, weeds and pests, sunlight and
shade, and many other factors. Analyzing these data can help the farmers, foresters
and fishers to adjust their activities. The challenge is that applying this data in
practice requires a great deal of analysis and synthesis, both data derived from the
farm itself and from other sources. Furthermore, large data sets – such as those
coming from the Copernicus earth monitoring infrastructure - are becoming more
and more available on different levels of granularity, but they are heterogonous (in
some cases also unstructured, hard to analyze and distributed across various sectors
and different providers).
Nature of Data Assets in the Sector
The agriculture sector data assets include Sentinel-1/2 data, machinery monitoring
and sensor measurements. As an example, DataBio [14], the Big Data PPP Lighthouse
project focused on this sector, is planning agriculture pilot implementations
expected to utilize 53TB volume and 197TB/year velocity of data. The European
Copernicus space program has currently launched its third Sentinel satellite whose
data will be added to the above.
The forestry sector data assets include Sentinel-1/2 forest image data, national
forest resource databases (like the Finish Metsään.fi database), forest canopy height
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models, drainage basin data and aerial image data. Planned forestry pilot
implementations in DataBio are expected to utilize 12TB volume and 12TB/year
velocity of data. In addition, aerial/UAV data offer hyperspectral remote sensing
imaging with sample velocities of 100GB/h.
The fisheries sector data assets include ship operational and motion data, data from
FAD and buoys, ship engine sensors, VMS, AIS, first sale notes from fisheries’
auctions, big vessel activities as recorded by authories, earth observation and earth
models. Planned fisheries pilot implementations in DataBio are expected to utilize
9TB volume and 7TB/year velocity of data.
In the time scale, Big Data experts provide common analytic technology support for
the main common and typical Bioeconomy applications/analytics that are now
emerging:
•

Past: Managing and analysing data from the past - including many different
kind of data sources, i.e. Descriptive analytics and classical query/reporting
(in need of Variety management - and handling and analysis of all of the data
from the past, including performance data, transactional data, attitudinal
data, descriptive data, behavioural data, location-related data, interactional
data, from many different sources).

•

Present: Monitoring and real-time analytics - pilot services (in need of
Velocity processing - and handling of real-time data from the present) trigging alarms, actuators etc.

•

Future: Forecasting, Prediction and Recommendation analytics - services (in
need of Volume processing - and processing of large amounts of data
combining knowledge from the past and present, and from models, to
provide insight for the future).

Impact
Big Data technologies can especially contribute to improving the processes in
production of best possible raw materials from agriculture, forestry and fishery for
the bioeconomy industry to produce food, energy and biomaterials. Farm machines,
fishing vessels, forestry machinery and remote and proximal sensors collect large
quantities of data. Large scale data collection and collation enhances knowledge to
increase performance and productivity in a sustainable way.
In his Agenda for Jobs, Growth, Fairness and Democratic Change, President Juncker
identified 10 key priorities for the European Commission. The bioeconomy and ICT
are central to at least three of them:
•

New Boost for Jobs, Growth and Investment. The innovative bioeconomy is
an important source of new jobs – especially at local and regional level, and
in rural and coastal areas – and there are big opportunities for the growth of
new markets, for example in bio-fuels, food and bio-based products

•

Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy. Europe
needs to diversify its sources of energy and can support breakthroughs in
low-carbon technologies with coordinated research. Replacing fossil raw
materials with biological resources is an indispensable component of a
forward-looking climate change policy.
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•

Deeper and Fairer Internal Market with a Strengthened Industrial Base.
Innovative bio-based and food industries will contribute in raising the share
of industry in GDP from 16% to 20%.and to creating a circular, resourceefficient economy. The food and drink industry is already the largest
manufacturing sector in the EU.
In addition, marine issues and food security are two aspects of the bioeconomy
where Europe can and should lead the global agenda as part of President Juncker's
strategy to make the EU a stronger global actor.
Agricultural productivity grows through bringing new resources into production
(new land, extension of irrigation, or input intensification per hectare) or through
raising the productivity of existing resources. The appropriate measure of
productivity growth in this context is Total Factor Productivity (TFP) growth, which is
defined as the aggregate quantity of outputs produced by the agricultural sector
divided by the aggregate quantity of inputs used to produce those outputs. TFP
growth in the EU-27 over the past decade was according to EU DG AGRI a
disappointing 0.6% per annum (ibid). The USDA statistics showed higher numbers –
an average growth of 2.5 % varying between 4.4 % and -0.1 % (ibid). Big Data
technologies are estimated to contribute over 30% productivity increase, which in 5
year perspective means more than a double annual growth rate (USDA numbers).
In forestry, the ratio of value added generated within the forestry and logging sector
compared with the forest area available for wood supply is one indicator of the
productivity. The indicator shows that in 2011 the highest shares of value generated
per forest area in the EU were in Portugal (419 €/hectare) and the lowest in Greece
(18 €/hectare). When weighted with the forest area, the annual growth for the EU
countries with available data has during 2005 - 2012 been about 3.5 %. Productivity
in certain dimensions (mainly cost) can be at least doubled from the current annual
one. Some benefits will materialise over a longer time with annual increases under 1
%.
Regarding fishery productivity, it is a general trend that the production of the world
fisheries has stagnated the latest decades. This is caused by the fact that most fish
stocks are either overexploited or at its maximum yield, and for most species this is
governed by the set quotas. To increase productivity, Big Data can contribute in the
following areas:
•

Better stock management: By improving the monitoring of the fish stocks,
quotas can be better adapted to actual situations. This will decrease the risk
of collapse, and it will help keep the stocks at the size where it is most
productive, leading to estimations of 10% increase in productivity.

•

Improved energy efficiency: The oil consumption in the fisheries depends
partly on immediate operational choices, partly on vessel design and partly
on planning of the fisheries. Better immediate decision making and planning
could lead to 10% decrease of oil consumption.

•

Improved market adaptation: The value of the fish is very dependent on both
quality and timing. By helping the fishing vessel to catch the correct species
at the correct time, a production increase of 5% is expected. By also
improving quality through decreased vessel movements, another 2% increase
in delivered value is expected.
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In addition, Big Data technology providers have the opportunity to expand to new
markets with new products/services, where, in some sectors, there is very small
adaptation of Big Data services and products, offering thus opportunities for very
large growths. For example, currently there are no Big Data based commercial
services for agricultural professionals in several European countries and the number
of Big Data users in fishery is negligible. In forestry, new Big Data products include
forest health monitoring in near real time, species classification based on temporal
behaviour of each species, or illegal logging detection.
Even though the DataBio project is the most prominent example of activities in this
sector in the PPP, other projects tackle sub-sectors or specific use cases in biodomains, as it is the case of BigDataGrapes, and to some extent BigDataOcean.

2.1.3 Smart Manufacturing Industry
Relevance of the Sector
The Manufacturing sector contributes per se for more than 15% to the overall GDP
of EU28, additionally mobilizing huge resources from other sectors. Industry 4.0 was
born in Germany in 2011 as the fourth industrial revolution, driven by the adoption
in production of the so-called Cyber Physical Systems, but very soon became the flag
for any ICT-driven modernization of manufacturing industry. The EC Communication
“Digitising EU Industry” of April 19th 2016 [15], identified three main groups of
technologies implementing Industry 4.0.namely Internet of Things, Big Data and
Artificial Intelligence – Deep Learning, all of them concurring in synergy to the
development of new smart products (digital inside), new digitized processes and
new ICT-enabled business models. In almost all EU Countries and Regions (e.g. the
Smart Specialisation Strategy on Advanced Manufacturing and the Vanguard
Initiative on Efficient and Sustainable Manufacturing), initiatives have been
developed to allow SMEs to access technology and knowledge and to stimulate the
adoption of Industry 4.0 principles.
Nature of Data Assets
Scenarios in the manufacturing industry can be grouped in three main categories.
Smart Factory scenarios are related to the Real World of production systems and
plants along with their interaction with the Digital World (Digital Twin). Data are
mostly generated from the field by production systems (e.g. robots, machine tools,
production lines, conveyors, workplaces, sensors) and generally need to be
processed at high speed, in order to take the proper factory management decisions.
Typical applications concern the optimization of the production, the management of
waste and energy, the zero defect quality of products, the diagnosis and predictive
maintenance as well as the safety and wellbeing at the workplace for Blue Collar
Workers. Smart Lifecycle scenarios are related to the product lifecycle and its phases
of ideation, design, manufacturing, operations, maintenance and end-of-life.
Structured Data are often enriched by sentiments and opinions sometimes also
gathered from social networks. Usually, real time processing performance is not
required, but the amounts of data are often very large and in specific cases require
specialized computing architectures and resources (HPC). Typical applications
concern the modeling and simulation of product properties, the design of new
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product-services, the implementation of post-sales services such as training and
maintenance and the support to new business models dictated by Sharing and
Circular Economy paradigms. Smart Supply Chain scenarios are related to the
digitalization of the value chain and involve different stakeholders such as suppliers,
distributors, retailers, all linked to the manufacturers. Data to be interoperated are
not just huge, but also very heterogeneous and could concern cross-border legal and
policy issues. Semantic technologies are often in use to achieve interoperability.
Ownership, confidentiality and privacy concerns can also be relevant in these
scenarios. Typical applications concern the optimization of the various tiers of supply
chain, the creation of non-hierarchical business ecosystems, the management of
distribution and logistics processes, the synchronization of online and physical retail,
the development of proper Sales & Operations replenishment policies and the
improvement of consumers’ experience at the point of sale.
Impact
In its recent “The European Data Monitoring Tool” [16], IDC reports a considerable
expansion of the EU Data Market (60 bn EUR) also in relations with the total ICT
market (620 bn EUR). Three future scenarios have been developed (High Growth,
Baseline, Challenge) bringing the current 60 bn EUR to 107-80-70 bn EUR in 2020
respectively. Manufacturing is always considered in top position regarding the
current situation and future projections of the Data Market. In the current 60 bn
EUR scenario, Manufacturing is leading the group of applications by 12.8 bn EUR,
with Financial and Professional services just behind. In the future Baseline scenario
2020 (80 bn EUR) Manufacturing is registering an important jump to 17.3 bn EUR by
consolidating its leading position with respect to Finance and Professional Services.
There is therefore no doubt that Industry 4.0 and industrial modernization are
opening interesting new business opportunities in the Data Market, also in the most
prudent projections.
Activities on Smart Manufacturing Industry in the PPP are very dynamic, with a group
that holds periodic meetings, workshops, keeps a direct relationship with EFFRA [1]
(with whom BDVA has signed a collaboration agreement) and has produced a white
paper [18]). A “Connected Smart Factory” input has also been delivered to the
Digitising European Industry WG2 on Digital Platforms, as example of dissemination
and awareness to communities beyond the BDVA. Activities in this community count
on the direct participation of the lighthouse project BOOST4.0.
A glimpse on the SMI group history
The roadmap of the Smart Manufacturing Industry group in 2016 followed 4 major steps: (1)
engage an internal critical mass of members participating to the topic (15-20 attendees at AG
breakout sessions and more than 60 emails in the list) (2) get the approval from the Board of
Directors as official subgroup of TF7 applications, (3) agree among the strategy and rationale
for a position paper and (4) run an effective interactive workshop at the Summit in order to
collect inputs and get consensus from the community on the R&I topics with the final aim to
elaborate a position paper.
The activities of the group started in summer 2016 with a series of breakout sessions at the
Activity Group Meetings in September and October. The successful outcomes of these
sessions both in terms of attendance and of expressions of interest resulted to the BDVA BoD
approval for a TF7 subgroup.
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The newly established subgroup organized a session at the Valencia BDVA Summit on
December 1st 2016 with two subsequent slots of 90 minutes each. The first part, attended by
more than 70 people, was dedicated to set the context among all the participants, providing
presentations on concrete experiences reported by BDVA members, industrial visions and
investments and relevant references coming from other association (e.g. EFFRA). The second
session, attended by nearly 50 people and leveraging on the interaction and collaboration
among attendees, has identified the most urgent R&I challenges for fully adopting Big Data
technologies in Manufacturing Industry. Attendants were split in three groups, addressing in
turn the identified Manufacturing Industry Grand Challenges: (1) Smart Factory (factory
automation and workplace interaction scenarios), (2) Smart Product Lifecycle (Beginning,
Middle and End of Life scenarios) and (3) Smart Business Ecosystems (Supply and Distribution
chain scenarios). Each one of these three scenarios was analyzed in relation to the technical
priorities defined in the BDVA SRIA. As a conclusion of the group work, three selected
rapporteurs summarized and exposed the main findings of the whole attendance. The
complete group work done on posters with post-its was captured in pictures, reported in a
document and stored in the BDVA internal document repository as common resource and
predominantly as the driving force for the position paper.

2.1.4 Healthcare
Relevance of the Sector
The healthcare sector currently accounts for 8% of the total European workforce and
for 10% of the EU’s GDP. However, public expenditure on healthcare and long-term
care is expected to increase by one third by 2060 [19]. This is primarily due to a
rapidly aging population, rising prevalence of chronic diseases and costly
developments in medical technology.
Big Data technologies have already made impact in fields related to healthcare:
medical diagnosis from imaging data in medicine, quantifying lifestyle data in the
fitness industry, etc. Nevertheless, the healthcare has been lagging in taking up the
Big Data technologies due to several challenges.
Nature of Data Assets
There are mainly four key verticals generating vast amounts of data within the
healthcare sector: Healthcare providers (e.g. hospitals, GP, laboratories), Insurance,
Pharmaceuticals and the HealthTech sectors. Over the past decade, each vertical has
started analysing its own data sets in order to derive insights which are subsequently
used to improve the quality of their product offerings. Such siloed approaches to
deriving insights only from data generated by the vertical itself, places a limit on the
ability to introduce innovations that can make a genuine difference. This has a
serious impact on the ability to meet the ever increasing demands of the healthcare
sector. Therefore, collecting, integrating and analysing health data is a complex and
challenging task due to lack of interoperability and harmonization of data formats,
processing techniques, data storages and transfers and different legal frameworks.
As a result, deriving insights and value from the aggregation of these datasets is not
possible at the moment.
In healthcare, different types of information are available from different sources
such as electronic health care records, patient summaries, genomic and
pharmaceutical data, clinical test results, imaging (e.g. x-ray, MRI, etc.), insurance
claims, vital signs from e.g., telemedicine, mobile apps, home monitoring, on-going
clinical trials, real-time sensor data, and information on wellbeing, behaviour and
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socioeconomic indicators. This data can be both structured and unstructured.
Analysing health data coming from the different sources is challenging. On the other
hand, health data presents valuable opportunities. Better clinical outcomes, more
tailored therapeutic responses, and disease management with improved quality of
life are all appealing aspects of data usage in health.
However, because of the personal and sensitive nature of health data, special
attention needs to be paid to legal and ethical aspects concerning privacy. To unlock
its potential, health (and genomic) data sharing, with all the challenges it presents, is
often necessary to ensure such endeavours are undertaken responsibly.
Achieving such a vision which involves the integration of such disparate healthcare
datasets (in terms of data granularity, quality, type (e.g. ranging from free text,
images, (streaming) sensor data to structured datasets) poses major legal, business
and technical challenges from a data perspective, in terms of the volume, variety,
veracity and velocity of the data sets. All these aspects lead to the need for new
algorithms, techniques and approaches to handle these challenges. Besides, new or
consolidated standards are a necessity for solving the problems related to data
exchange and interoperability.
As a result, Big Data must not only be addressed from a technology perspective, but
also focus on the legal and ethical issues that come into play when sensitive
healthcare data needs to be shared beyond the traditional boundaries of the
healthcare provider or across international borders. Furthermore the whole end-toend value chain in the health continuum needs to be covered starting from
Prevention, to Diagnosis, Treatment and eventually Home care where the data
generated not only within the boundaries of the hospital but also in primary care
settings and by patients themselves will be utilized.
Impact
The key challenges that are relevant to be tackled in order to achieve a significant
impact in the Healthcare sector are:
•

Bringing together the key players within the Healthcare sector: Healthcare
providers and HealthTech, Pharmaceutical and Insurance industries.

•

Integrating data value chains across Healthcare providers, HealthTech,
Pharmaceutical and Insurance industries to derive new, actionable insights to
achieve breakthrough quality, access and yet reduce costs.

•

Integrating heterogeneous data sources with very different characteristics in
terms of Volume, Variety, Velocity, Veracity and Value, e.g. data from
Primary and secondary care, EMR, Laboratory data, Prescription, Imaging,
Patient feedback, Real-time location tracking, Patient monitors (both hospital
and home-based), etc.

•

Bridging the language gap inherent in EMR systems across Europe in order to
have a unified approach to perform Big Data analytics on healthcare datasets
spread across multiple European countries.

•

Coping with different legal and ethical frameworks across Europe so that the
Big Data concepts developed in a lighthouse project can be rolled out across
Europe.
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The fusion of healthcare data from multiple sources could take advantage of existing
synergies between data to improve clinical decisions and to reveal entirely new
approaches to treating diseases and keep citizens healthy. Insights derived from such
data generated by the linking among EMR data, vital data, laboratory data,
medication information, symptoms (to mention some of these) and their
aggregation, even more with doctor notes, patient discharge letters, patient diaries,
medical publications, namely linking structured with unstructured data, can be
crucial to design coaching programmes that would help improve peoples’ lifestyles
and eventually reduce incidences of chronic disease, medication and hospitalization.
Evidence suggests that by improving the productivity of the health care system,
public spending savings would be large, approaching 2% of GDP on average in the
OECD [20] which would be equivalent to €330 billion in Europe based on GDP figures
for 2014 [21]. The Big Data technologies have the potential to unlock vast
productivity bottlenecks and radically improve the quality and accessibility of the
healthcare system by disrupting the Iron Triangle of Healthcare [22] and allowing
simultaneous optimization of all its components – quality, access and cost, which is
impossible at the moment.
The activities regarding this sector are driven in the PPP by BDVA TF.7 Healthcare
subgroup and have resulted in a whitepaper entitled “Big Data Technologies in
Healthcare” [23]. The process has matchmaking events and workshops in different
events. BDVe has had a supportive role to the current structures so far without an
especially active approach in this domain. However, the fact that a lighthouse project
is running since the beginning of 2018 (BigMedilytics) will help to establish additional
synergies with other projects that hold use cases in this sector and communities
beyond the PPP.

2.1.5 Telecommunications
Relevance of the Sector
Big Data is commonly recognized as a fundamental game changing set of
technologies across many industrial sectors and societal solutions. The biggest
challenge for Big Data is to overcome the fragmentation of the market and to
achieve cross-fertilization between many established silos. Telco operators could
serve as platform bringing different other sectors together to exchange data and
build new business models. This supports the monetization of data, the digital
transformation of vertical industries and the fostering of entrepreneurship of data.
Upcoming technologies like Edge Computing support this transformation, by
providing real time information to verticals at the edge (vertical edge intelligence),
supporting use cases like autonomous driving, industrial internet, transport/logistics
and health care.
In the telecommunication sector technologies are evolving much faster than
previously based on softwarization (e.g. SDN, NFV, 5G, IoT, Industrial Internet, Edge
Computing, Cloud). This has as well impact on the business/operational side and
plays a major role to support the transformation of telco operators towards new
business opportunities.
Nature of Data Assets in the Sector
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Telecom operators hold large amounts of data in a variety of locations – central and
distributed databases, as well as OSS, BSS, and CRM systems complemented by data
collected thru verticals (e.g. IoT, Industry 4.0). The data has great value in terms of
cross-fertilization and analytics, which by far exceeds the value currently assigned to
the data by itself. Given the fact that data is a key asset, the telecommunication
sector could leverage on its unique position with respect to the ever increasing
amount of data sources. Taking the legal frame work into account (accountability,
transparency, privacy,…) telecom operators can provide the right technological
platforms and techniques to ensure its enforcement and support the concept of
Personal Data Spaces.
Impact
Technical challenges with respect to data analytics in the telecommunication sector
are unsupervised learning, deep learning for networks (to solve difficult tasks in the
network), reinforcement learning, predictive analytics, cognitive knowledge
(generation of value, i.e. knowledge, from data), real-time processing of large
amounts of data (generating new knowledge, not previously available), and
confidential data processing in e.g. cloud environments. This underlines the impact
of Big Data and Data Analytics from a technological angle, while it impacts as well
business models today and in the future.
PPP activities in this sector are basically led by the subgroup on telecommunications
(under TF7), which has organized several workshops in the context of PPP event and
is in the process of elaborating a position paper. Some interactions have been
produced with the 5G PPP; however, with little or no impact and the activity has not
been prioritized so far.

2.1.6 Media
Relevance of the Sector
The Big Data trend has impacted all industries, including the media industry, as new
technologies are being developed to automate and simplify the process of data
analysis, So, Big data is no longer a buzzword in the media context, but it must be
considered as a mainstream technology especially for the content and news
industry. In addition, media sector provides enormous data resources and the
European contribution is of leading role in this amount of data.
The notion of media industry in this context covers a full range of different industries
active in the Media Market: from TV channels, to newspapers, from Large
Broadcasters to SMEs. The synergy between Data Science technologies and media
applications is one of the most promising dimension of ICT applications, this is
particularly true for SMEs. This synergy can bring together competencies from
industries and research domains, with a strong cross disciplinary or intercultural
dimension and a pervasive impact on the full value chain of media companies,
namely: production, distribution, personalisation services and advertising. In
addition, a better and more integrated technology usage inside news, media and
content producer is becoming urgent to protect our democracy from fast growing of
populists and fake news distribution. Despite the large gap in the media industries in
term of Big Data competencies, according to Financial Times [24], half of leaders in
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the sector also see alliances – particularly with technology partners – as a strategic
priority. Some of the specific competencies that will be impacted are (1) video and
audio analytics, (2) recommendation systems, (3) targeting advertising and (4)
audience analytics and screening.
Big Data and Media means also the birth of new professional specialty, such as Data
Journalist. Data journalism is a journalism specialty reflecting the increased role of
numerical data in the production of information in the digital era. It reflects the
increased interaction between content producers (journalist) and several other fields
such as design, computer science and statistics [25].
Nature of Data Assets in the Sector
The main data sources of the media industry cover media content assets (videos,
photos, text and graphics), user behaviour data, networked data, customer data and
many other data sources. Media content and data represent about the 70% of the
Internet’s stored and shared data, which is growing exponentially. However, the
interlinking of these data sources is currently only emerging and the full potential for
exploitation of all these data sources is not yet in place. The diversity of European
content sources has a huge potential. However, the fragmentation of European
media organisations prevents the full exploitation of the European data sources
versus the monopolistic approach of Large USA Web companies, such as Google or
Facebook. The media related data sources are stored and managed in many different
data silos across Europe.
Impact
The integration of a large set of diverse and new information can provide, indeed,
relevant insights to aid organisations in tackling world’s hardest social problems.
However, until now the societal impact of big data has been affected by incomplete,
low quality, and even incorrect data2. By allowing the fusing the data from disparate
sources of information, Big Data and Media can empower journalists and citizens to
comprehend an issue in very complete ways and protect them from the fake news
and “post-true” effects.
The use of Big Data in media can impact the social good given the peculiar role
media industry plays at a societal level at the crossroads of multiple sets of data. Of
course, data has to be collected in ways that match our value systems and respect
ethics, privacy, and informed consent. Big Data applied to Media has an enormous
potential to improve society – much like other fundamental discoveries and
technology advancement, it can give us a much more accurate and timelier
understanding of how our society works, so that decisions are based on actual facts
rather than doubtful hunches.
It is important that public media uses and shows results from working with “Big
Data” – to raise expectations of the general public across the whole of Europe of

2

World Bank has identified the ability to produce, capture, communicate and analyze big data as the
fundamental action to drive new forms of growth and social development, unlocking its data through
its Open Data Initiative
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how data can be used. While other areas such as education, health and traffic are
sure to change if data were used, media is the area where things are seen by many,
not just few. The impact of the “Panama papers” [26] published in early April shows
to some extent how the application of Big Data analytics and data capabilities from
raw data to understandable narration is utterly important.
Activities in the Media sector in the PPP are driven by the corresponding subgroup of
BDVA. Activity has been limited so far even though some community building
workshops have been held and discussions have involved Media players.
Connections with the NEM community are in place and we forecast increasing
activity in the coming period as a result of the development of related projects in the
program, such as Fandango [27] (unfortunately some of the activities of the second
wave of PPP projects cannot be reported because they have all started in the first
half of 2018).
Domains like Transport & logistics, bioeconomy, Smart manufacturing, health,
telecom or media have been reported here. The umbrella of PPP projects includes
now additional activities that fall under more diverse use cases and sectors of the
economy. At this stage many of them are in their preliminary phase and not much
information is available, but they will probably give birth to the engagement of
additional Big Data adopters. In the next section we report in more detail the
existing pilots (again, based on first wave projects even though this will be updated
with new ones as soon as more detailed information is available) in an attempt to go
beyond the generalities of the sector and towards more concrete use cases. Section
3 of this document complements the content by providing a sample of some of the
engagement opportunities generated or leveraged by BDVe.

2.2 Pilots in the Big Data PPP portfolio
The PPP portfolio accounts nowadays for 33 projects resulting from two waves (two
calls of the program). The information provided in this chapter is restricted to
projects from the first wave, which have been running for more than one year and
thus, have published more information, including that of pilots (this is not always the
case, but at least we can reflect information that is more mature). Projects from the
second wave will be updated accordingly in future versions, even though general
descriptions can already be checked on the PPP portal. The information on pilots
comes in general from their websites and in some cases has been complemented by
additional data provided by the coordinator. As previously mentioned, the intention
is to go deeper into the use cases and create a hook between the more generic
benefits they claim and the impact in real-life environments and situations to inspire
other companies and foster replication. It also helps to understand the degree of
coverage at sectorial level.
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Figure 1 – Complete overview of Big Data Value project portfolio (wave1 + wave2)

2.2.1 Urban mobility services including the human in the loop
Title
Because data integration is humanly possible
Project
QROWD
Location/s
UK, Spain, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Poland
Summary
QROWD is an ICT-14 project aiming at
creating innovative solutions to improve
mobility in cities. European cities face
daily problems with the mobility of their
inhabitants and visitors, as well as with
the delivery of goods and services along
their streets and connecting roads.
QROWD offers local government and transportation businesses innovative solutions
to improve mobility, reduce traffic congestion and make navigation safer and more
efficient. Better use of urban infrastructures and reduced travel times will improve
the environment by curbing CO2 emissions – ultimately enhancing quality of life in
European cities.
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To achieve this, QROWD integrates different sources of data – maximizing the value
of Big Data in planning and managing urban traffic and mobility.
QROWD reuses results from previous projects, such as the FIWARE, Big Data Europe,
and assets from the partners to create a set of services and tools that could be
integrated in cities’ infrastructure.
Partners
University of Southampton, Atos Spain, TomTom, Inmark, AI4DB, Municipality of
Trento, University of Trento, InfAI
Contact
Elena Simperl
e.simperl@soton.ac.uk
Pilot description
The key aspect in QROWD from the technical perspective is related to how to
integrated human inputs (citizens and crowd-workers) in the big data value chain.
This involves use cases to complete the inventory of the infrastructure of the city
(i.e. bike racks, motorbike parking spaces, parking for disable people, etc.), to
calculate the modal split (percentage of modes of transport used by the citizens (car,
bikes, public transport, etc.), and parking availability, among others. QROWD aims to
prove that this human involvement not only reduces time and costs to achieve the
results, but also fosters citizen engagement if done in the right way.
To achieve this, QROWD integrates different sources of data – maximizing the value
of Big Data in planning and managing urban traffic and mobility. On the one hand,
the project uses open data from the Municipality of Trento and the Trento Region, as
well as proprietary data (i.e. real time data from bus positions) from third parties
after agreements with the municipality. On the other hand, the pilot uses data and
services provided by TomTom, such as traffic historic data, and services to plot maps
with real-time information from TomTom devices.
The acquisition and integration of these heterogeneous data sources is achieved
using Apache NiFi data flows and ultimately the processed data is managed using
FIWARE-compliant enablers, such as the Orion Context Broker or CKAN. A parallel
data acquisition path is done for the crowdsourcing area by using crowdsourcing
tools and a mobile app for engaged citizens. All these data is processed, linked and
analysed using Machine Learning and Linked Data techniques in order to generate
aggregated data ready to be consumed by the Municipality of Trento via a web
dashboard.
Objectives and Expected results
Major objectives focus on enhanced mobility in cities, Better policies, Less traffic and
More citizen engagement. We can expect from QROWD: Urban mobility services
managed by the QROWD open platform, Methods and tools to make betterinformed decisions and mature specific solutions for data crowdsourcing, Modal
split, etc. This translates specifically into the following assets:
1. Methods to calculate the modal split (% of modes of transportation used) in a city
2. A mobile app to get mobility patterns from engaged citizens
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3. A crowdsourcing framework and methodology for specific city use cases
4. A FIWARE-compliant framework for data acquisition
5. A set of methods to analyse mobility patterns

Keywords: mobility (transport), urban (smart cities)

2.2.2 Increase of coverage, timeliness, accuracy, and richness of Points
of Interest (cross-sectorial)
Title
Big POI Data
Project
SLIPO
Location
Greece, Germany, Austria
Summary
Big POI data integration using the SLIPO Workbench for geo-marketing, tourism, and
navigation.
Partners
Athena RC, TomTom, WiGeoGIS, GET
Contact
contact@slipo.eu
Pilot description
The goal of the pilot is to extensively test, evaluate, and validate the SLIPO system in
a real-world setting, based on real-world use cases, Big Data assets, and users. The
focus is on three major areas (geo-marketing, tourism, and navigation) that reflect
the requirements and needs of cross-sector, cross-border and cross-lingual POI data
integration.
Objectives/Expected results
Increase the value of POI data, the efficiency of POI
integration, enable the quality-assured use of
open/crowdsource data sources, and introduce new
value-added analytics build on top of SLIPO
technologies. Concrete KPIs are increasing coverage
(20%), completeness (30%), and efficiency (25%).
Scaling at global level (100M POIs) is envisaged in
order to increase the performance the discreet data
integration components by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
Keywords: Point of Interest (POI)
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2.2.3 Transformation of the Transport sector: Big Data for airports, rail
infrastructures, urban mobility, logistics, highways.
Title
Transforming Transport
Project
TT
Location/s
Spain, Greece, Germany, Italy, Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg, UK, France,
Netherlands
Summary
Big Data will have a profound economic and
societal impact in the mobility and logistics
sector, which is one of the most-used industries
in the world contributing to approximately 15%
of GDP. Big Data is expected to lead to 500
billion USD in value worldwide in the form of
time and fuel savings, and savings of 380
megatons CO2 in mobility and logistics. With freight transport activities projected to
increase by 40% in 2030, transforming the current mobility and logistics processes to
become significantly more efficient, will have a profound impact. A 10% efficiency
improvement may lead to EU cost savings of 100 BEUR. Despite these promises,
interestingly only 19 % of EU mobility and logistics companies employ Big Data
solutions as part of value creation and business processes.
The TT project will demonstrate, in a realistic, measurable, and replicable way the
transformations that Big Data will bring to the mobility and logistics market. To this
end, TT, validates the technical and economic viability of Big Data to reshape
transport processes and services to significantly increase operational efficiency,
deliver improved customer experience, and foster new business models. TT will
address seven pilot domains of major importance for the mobility and logistics
sector in Europe: (1) Smart High-ways, (2) Sustainable Vehicle Fleets, (3) Proactive
Rail Infrastructures, (4) Ports as Intelligent Logistics Hubs, (5) Efficient Air
Transport, (6) Multi-modal Urban Mobility, (7) Dynamic Supply Chains.
Partners
Indra, Atos, Intrasoft, Boeing, Athens International Airport, Aegean Airlines, Cefirel,
Duisburg Hafen, Ferrovial, Software AG, TomTom, Thales, Fraunhofer, U.
Southampton, U. Paluno, UPM.
Contact
support@transformingtransport.eu; communication@transformingtransport.eu
Pilots description
• Smart Highways
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•

•

•

•

o Ausol Load Balancing Pilot: The initial pilot is the 96-kilometre Ausol
Highway, a toll highway that belongs to the AP-7 highway, which is
part of the European route E15, Costa del Sol. This highly-congested
semi-urban corridor connects the cities of Málaga, Estepona and
Guadiaro in the South of Spain. The concession runs in parallel to the
N340/A7, a free alternative dual carriageway with two lanes per
direction and grade or signalised intersections at some points along
the road. Pilot will focus not only in the Ausol Highway, but also on
the free alternative.
o Norte-litoral Load Balancing Pilot: Located in the Norte-Litoral
highway in the north of Portugal, as the replication pilot within the
Smart Highways domain. Norte Litoral adds some additional
challenges, since it runs under free-flow infrastructure model, where
ITS costs and OPEX are more relevant than in the initial pilot (toll
infrastructure model in southern coast of Spain).
Sustainable Connected Vehicles
o Sustainable Connected Cars Pilot: This pilot is focused on cars that
belong to different sort of companies interested in achieving an
efficient management of their fleets.
o Sustainable Connected Trucks Pilot: Big Data will be applied to added
value traffic information and precise routing and planning
applications, specifically designed for heavy truck fleets.
Proactive Rail Infrastructures
o Predictive Rail Asset Management Pilot: The pilot will support the
transition towards a predict-and-prevent rail maintenance approach.
Rail infrastructures involve a complex supply chain between
equipment manufacturers, maintainers and operators.
o Predictive High Speed Network Maintenance Pilot: analyze and relate
different sources of information to enable the optimization of the
maintenance of different aspects of high-speed rail infrastructure.
Ports as Intelligent Logistics Hubs
o Valencia Sea Port Pilot: Valencia port is the Spain’s leading
Mediterranean port in terms of containerized commercial traffic
(50,000 movements of cranes, trucks and other equipment per day to
handle the 4.7 million of TEU movements per year). Taking into
account these figures, the integration of current port information
systems with IoT data opens the door to new analytical challenges.
o Duisport Inland Port Pilot: The Duisport pilot will demonstrate the use
of big data solutions for the proactive management of bi-modal
terminal operations as well as for predictive maintenance of terminal
equipment.
Smart Airport Turnaround
o Smart Passenger Flow Pilot: This pilot is focused on understanding the
passenger flow within the airport, enabling a better understanding of
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•

•

its impact on other airport processes, such as aircraft, security and
retail.
o Smart Turnaround, ETA Prediction and Passenger Flow Pilot: the goal
of the pilot is to improve aircraft turnaround processes at airports.
Integrated Urban Mobility
o Tampere Integrated Urban Mobility and Logistics Pilot: The pilot is
located in the city of Tampere in Finland and aims at providing tools
for urban traffic management, for informing drivers and public
transport users regarding traffic status and traffic disruptions, and to
improve urban logistics.
o Valladolid Integrated Urban Mobility and Freight Pilot: Valladolid will
replicate urban transport solutions developed in the city of Tampere
Dynamic Supply Networks
o Shared Logistics for E-Commerce: this pilot will investigate the role of
big data in transforming the current e-commerce logistics practices
for bringing value to all the involved stakeholders i.e. 3PLs, online
retailers and final consumers.

Objectives/Expected results
• Smart Highways: Improved traffic distribution, reduced accidents, better
security, reduced operational costs, enhanced optimisation of resources for
road operators, as well as data forecasts and applications for users and
operators
• Sustainable Connected Vehicles; Estimated savings of at least 25 % in
operating expenses through better maintenance, reduction in fuel
consumption based on better routing and driving patterns, enhanced safety,
predictive maintenance through pattern recognition, as well as enhanced and
more competitive insurance models
• Proactive Rail Infrastructures: Up to a 12 % reduction in rail maintenance
through enhanced predictive and scheduled maintenance and real-time
maintenance interventions, increased network availability of up to 20 % with
less unscheduled delays and more reliable journeys, better worker safety
• Ports as Intelligent Logistics Hubs: Significantly improved operational
efficiency, improved terminal operations, less delays, reduced energy
consumption, better customer experience, streamlined supply chain,
enhanced port traffic with less truck and vessel congestion
• Smart Airport Turnaround: Significantly improved operational efficiency and
proactive disruption management, less missed flight connections, less
passenger wait times, reduced lost baggage, less passenger complaints, more
stable ticket prices, better airport business and retailing
• Integrated Urban Mobility: Reduced traffic congestion and delays in public
transport, faster freight distribution in city centres with reduced delivery
mileage, less congestion, better customer satisfaction, better rail asset
management, improved situational awareness
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Shared Logistics for E-commerce: Significantly improved operational
efficiency, optimised capacity utilisation, increased consumer satisfaction,
less waiting time for deliveries, enhanced retailing and e-commerce

Keywords: transport, logistics

2.2.4 Big Data for the Bioeconomy: agriculture, fisheries and forestry
Title:
Data Driven Bioeconomy
Project:
DataBio
Location/s
Italy, Norway, Spain, Czech Republic, Finland, Belgium, Greece, UK, Germany,
Switzerland, Denmark, Estonia, France, Netherlands, Romania, Poland, Israel
Summary
DataBio is an ICT-15 Lighthouse project
addressing big data in the scope of the industrial
domain of BioEconomy. DataBio aims at
fostering the utilization of best possible raw
materials from agriculture, forestry and fishery,
as well as the production of food, energy and
biomaterials. For this, DataBio is controlling and
putting to use the innovative ICTs and
information flows centered mostly around the
use of proximal and remote sensors, in order to
provide a streamlined Big Data Infrastructure for
data discovery, retrieval, processing and visualizing, in support to decisions in
bioeconomy business operations. DataBio has 18 pilots (+ subpilots) in central
bioeconomy industries (agriculture, fishery and forestry).
partners
Sample (out of the 48 partners): Intrasoft, Fraunhofer, Atos Spain, Sintef, PSNC,
Tragsa, VTT, CREA, DTU, EXUS, Terrasigna, CERTH, ZETOR.
Contact
Project Coordinator
Dr. Athanasios
Poulakidas
Athanasios.Poulakidas
@intrasoft-intl.com

Technology
Manager
Dr. Caj
Södergård
Caj.Sodergard
@vtt.fi

Dissemination
and
Training
Dr.
Ephrem
Habyarimana
ephrem.habyarimana@
crea.gov.it

Exploitation
and
Business Planning
Prof. Dr. Katarina
Stanoevska-Slabeva
katarina.stanoevska
@unisg.ch
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Pilot description
Agriculture:
Big data technology (BDT) is a new technological paradigm that is driving the entire
economy, including low-tech industries such as agriculture where it is implemented
under the banner of precision farming (PF).
BDT builds on geo-coded maps of agricultural fields and the real-time monitoring of
activities on the farm to increase the efficiency of resource use, reduce the
uncertainty of management decisions. Under PF, yield is increased due particularly
to the precise selection and application of exact types and doses of agricultural
inputs (crop varieties, fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, irrigation water) for optimum
crop growth and development.
European farming system represents a mixture of small and bigger farms. For this
pilot to account for both small and bigger farms, agriculture data to be inputted into
the big data analytics system will be gathered on a finer and a larger scale. The finer
scale is tailored to both farm sizes but with a focus on farms with more financial
resources such as big farms or cropping systems with high net returns per hectare of
land. Finer scale data are mainly collected from proximal sensors, while larger scale
data will be mainly derived from earth observation (EO) and include agriculturally
relevant information collected using remote sensing technologies and earth
surveying techniques, and from data coming from agriculture machinery.
EO and finer scale information will be used through big data analytics (WP4) to
monitor and assess the status of, and changes in, the agriculture pilots implemented
in this project across European Union.
Big data analytics system will then provide pilot managers with highly localized
descriptive (better and more advanced way of looking at an operation), prescriptive
(timely recommendations for operation improvement i.e., seed, fertilizer and other
agricultural inputs application rates, soil analysis, and localized weather and
disease/pest reports, based on real-time and historical data) and predictive plans
(use current and historical data sets to forecast future localized events and returns).
The structure of the agriculture pilots is the following:
A. Precision Horticulture including vine and olives
A1. Precision agriculture in olives, fruits, grapes and vegetables
A2. Big Data management in greenhouse eco-systems
B. Arable Precision Farming
B1. Cereals and biomass crops
B2. Machinery management and environmental issue
C. Subsidies and insurance
C1. Insurance
C2. CAP support
Fishery pilots
According to the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), the world’s marine
fisheries expanded continuously to a production peak of 86.4 million tons in 1996,
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but have since exhibited a general declining trend. Global recorded production was
82.6 million tons in 2011 and 79.7 million tons in 2012. The fraction of assessed
stocks fished within biologically sustainable levels 6 has exhibited a decreasing trend,
declining from 90 percent in 1974 to 71.2 percent in 2011.
According to the World Bank and the FAO, fisheries are an underperforming global
asset. It is estimated that its production could be increased by $50 billion per year, if
one could achieve better management and less overcapitalization of the fishing
fleets. This means that a further growth in the blue economy mainly will arise from
better management of the sea resources, reduction of fisheries effort and increased
value of caught fish.
The fisheries pilots will focus on the small pelagic fisheries in the North Atlantic
Ocean and the tropical tuna fisheries. The areas encompassed by these pilots have
an annual capture production above 13 million tons.
In addition to fuel consumption, costs and downtime associated with maintenance
and breakdown are important for both vessel economy and environmental impact.
This pilot will develop technologies to improve vessel energy efficiency and engine
preventive maintenance by providing support for operational choices such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Vessel loading (to reduce the hull resistance and reduce fuel consumption);
Weather routing (reduce fuel consumption by taking weather conditions into
account);
Condition based maintenance (proactive maintenance based on machinery sensors);
Optimization of the order the fish aggregating devices (FADs) are visited;
Provide the crew and ship owners with information which benefits fisheries planning
based on best suitable fishing grounds, combined with the best suitable fishing
methods and tools.

On the other hand, the fishery pilot will demonstrate that the combination of
available information from existing sources, such as catch reports, oceanographic
measurements, oceanographic simulations, stock simulations and stock
observations, can be used for improving assessment of fish stocks and their
distribution. Part of these data will be derived from remote sensing, while others will
be collected using vessels equipped with appropriate sensors and communication
and communication tools. The fishery pilot will also provide information for
predicting the development of various market segments, so that the fisheries may be
targeted against the most beneficial fisheries; the consumer get informed on
environmental impact footprint of fishery products so he can make informed
purchasing decision.
The structure of the fishery pilots is the following:
A: Fishing vessels immediate operational choices
A1: Oceanic tuna fisheries immediate operational choices (AZTI)
A2: Small pelagic fisheries immediate operational choices (SINTEF Fishery)
B: Fishing vessel trip and fisheries planning
B1: Oceanic tuna fisheries planning (AZTI)
B2: Small pelagic fisheries planning (SINTEF FISHERY)
C: Fisheries sustainability and value
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C1: Pelagic fish stock assessments (SINTEF FISHERY)
C2: Small pelagic market predictions and traceability (SINTEF FISHERY)
Forestry pilots
The focus is on:
•

•

•

Identify automatically forest health and damages such as snow, thunder storms
(wind), dryness, rains and fires, from satellite images; production of maps of
implemented cuttings for monitoring purposes.
Optimization of tree resources through detailed characterization of trees using tools
including airborne laser scanning (knottiness, carvery), and smart trees assignment
i.e., which trees go to saw mills, pulp/paper, textiles, biofuels etc, to match offer and
demand.
Integrated tools are developed and new management plans are implemented that
consider non-wood products and conservation areas while at the same time
maximizing timber production and economic yield. This represents a step forward
for most European countries where traditional methods for forest management are
based on “static” management plans, created at the planting stage

The structure of the forestry pilots is the following:
A. Multisource and data crowdsourcing /e-services
A1. Easy data sharing and networking
A2. Monitoring and control tools for forest owners
B. Forest Health / Remote sensing
B1. Invasive alien species control – plagues – forest management
B2. Forest damage remote sensing
C. Forest data management services
C1. Web-mapping service for the government decision making
C2. Shared multiuser forest data environment
Objectives and Expected results
A state of the art and interoperable big data platform on top of existing partners’
infrastructures to enable users with different profiles to fully benefit from the
underlying high processing capabilities.
In more general terms, expected achievements include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate increase of productivity in bioeconomy.
Increase of market share of Big Data technology providers in the bioeconomy sector.
More than double the use of Big Data technology in bioeconomy.
Leveraging additional target sector investments by a factor of > 5.
More than 100 organisations in demonstrations.

Keywords: agriculture, forestry, fisheries
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2.2.5 Improving the shopping experience with Big Data
Title
Supporting Event and Weather-based Data Analytics and Marketing along the
Shopper Journey
Project
EW-Shopp
Location/s
Italy, Norway, Spain, UK, Ireland, Slovenia
Summary
EW-Shopp is an ICT-14a project aiming at supporting
companies operating in the fragmented European ecosystem
of the eCommerce, Retail and Marketing industries to
increase their efficiency and competitiveness by leveraging
deep customer insights.
Improved insights will result from the analysis of large
amount of data, acquired from different sources and sectors,
hence heterogeneous and in multiple languages.
EW-Shoop will provide a platform to (1) integrate consumer
and market data, thus covering customer interactions and
activities across different channels and with different
languages, providing insights on rich customer journey, and (2) enrich them with
information about weather and events, two crucial factors impacting on consumer
choices.
EW-Shopp achievements will make up for the lack of knowledge, technology and
resources that are needed to integrate and analyse large and diverse data in a timely
manner to optimize digital marketing and resource management.
Partners
UNIVERSITY OF MILANO-BICOCCA, CENEJE, BROWSETEL, GFK EURISKO, BIG BANG,
MEASURENCE, JOT INTERNET MEDIA, ENGINEERING, SINTEF, INSTITUT JOZEF
STEFAN.
Contact
EMAIL: info@ew-shopp.eu
Matteo Palmonari (coordinator): palmonari@disco.unimib.it
Pilot description
The EW-Shopp business cases involve partners like Big Bang, GfK, Measurence and
JOT and focus on implementing the following new business services, based on
business data enrichment and analysis: Consumer journey data integration, Impact
of external events on sales trends, Location scouting, Campaign-driven purchasing
intentions.
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Objectives and Expected results
The main business objectives are the following:
•

•

cross-domain data integration platform that would enable the fragmented European
business ecosystem to increase efficiency and competitiveness through building
relevant customer insights and business knowledge.
competing against global internet service giants that managed to position their
growth and sector transformation on intensive exploitation of integrated big data
generated at their proprietary platforms.

For this, EW-Shopp will deploy and host a data integration platform to ease data
integration tasks by embedding shared data models, robust data management
techniques and semantic reconciliation methods.
•
•
•
•
•
•

A platform for semantic-enhanced data analytics that integrates several
components: DataGraft++
DaaS application: ABSTAT
Data Summarization framework: QMiner and SpagoBI
Predictive, descriptive and visual analytics library/tool: EventRegistry
Semantically annotated events extracted from hundred thousand media sources
Use cases of real-world data integration requirements for data analytics

Keywords: e-commerce, retail, digital marketing

2.2.6 Big Data for Maritime applications
Title
Exploiting Ocean’s of Data for Maritime Applications
Project
BigDataOcean
Location/s
Greece, Portugal, Italy, Cyprus, Germany and United Kingdom
Summary
BigDataOcean is an ICT-14 project focused on enabling maritime big data scenarios
for companies, organisations and scientists. BigDataOcean aims to use the new big
data driven economy technologies and roll out a completely new value chain of
interrelated data streams coming from diverse sectors and languages and residing on
cross technology innovations being delivered in different formats.
A Multi-segment platform will be used to combine data of different velocity, variety
and volume under an inter-linked, trusted, multilingual engine to produce a big-data
repository of value and veracity back to the participants and local communities.
Introducing these new technologies in a purely traditional sector will help to
revolutionize the way that industries related to the maritime sector work,
showcasing a huge and realistic economic, societal and environmental impact.
This infrastructure will be combined with four strong pilots that will bring into
BigDataOcean a huge amount of data (in TBs) in order to develop the largest
maritime database as a resource of collaborative, data-driven intelligence.
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BigDataOcean will give participants the capability to upload both private and public
resources of data, and interrelate them over public and private queries and
diagrams.
Partners
NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS (NTUA) (coordinator),
MARINETRAFFIC, RHEINISCHE FRIEDRICH-WILHELMS-UNIVERSITT BONN, NESTER,
HELLENIC CENTRE FOR MARINE RESEARCH, UBITECH, FOINIKAS, ISMB, UNINOVA,
ANEK
Contact
Prof. Dimitris Askounis
Project Coordinator
askous@epu.ntua.gr
Pilot description
Wave Power as the next clean energy source
Producing energy from waves: In the face of
climate change driven by humankind’s
dependence on greenhouse gas-generating
fossil fuels, many are looking towards the
untapped resources of our oceans as a
sustainable source of energy. Although wave
and tidal power have the potential to generate
a sizeable percentage of needed electricity, this new technology must overcome
significant hurdles to become commercially viable. Besides technical and
maintenance problems, two most significant challenges, however, still persist: With
regards to environment, it is necessary to ensure that marine life will be protected.
The other relates to the accurate aggregation of data to effectively predict the best
locations, the expected energy production
and the negative impacts on the
production equipment.
Maritime security and anomaly detection
Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) is the
effective understanding of activities, events
and threats in the maritime environment
that could impact global safety, security, economic activity or the environment.
Recent advancements in ICT have created opportunities for increasing MDA, through
better monitoring and understanding of vessel movements. Data fusion can enable
improved estimation of locations and,
therefore, improved responses to events.
Mare Protection
The following case summarises the
operational tools that are currently used as
part of a Decision Support system, which
provides essential information for the
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proper handling of a pollution accident in the marine environment and how the
connection to a big data infrastructure could be notably beneficial.
The integration of existing systems and data, to a big data infrastructure
accompanied by proper services and additional datasets of interest could provide
additional information that could improve forecasting capabilities and improve the
effectiveness of the operational activities; thus, having a significant impact on
marine and environment protection.
Fault prediction and Proactive maintenance
Naval
engineers
and
shipping
companies try to constantly minimize
fixed and operational costs, as well as
their impact on the environment.
Amongst the main reasons that tend to
significantly
increase
costs
are
unpredicted
damages
and/or
mechanical failures. To minimize such
phenomena, contemporary ships and vessels in general are equipped with a plethora
of sensors and monitoring utilities, constantly collecting operational and
performance data on every critical aspect regardless of the nature of the ship.
The previously described process has undeniably benefited the timely identification
of upcoming damages or mechanical failures. However, one core aspect remains
unsolved: processes and systems like the previously described are vessel-centric. The
question that remains unanswered is whether there is a way to embed additional
relevant parameters in the process, making the proactive confrontation of damages
or mechanical failures more effective; and thus providing important financial and
environmental benefits.
Objectives and Expected results
Main objectives of BigDataOcean are:
•
•
•

Enable maritime big data scenarios.
Create the greatest repository for maritime data.
Automate decision-making processes.

The following results are expected as a result of the project:
•

•

•
•

A multi-segment platform that will combine data of different velocity, variety and
volume under an inter-linked, trusted, multilingual engine to produce a big-data
repository of value and veracity back to the participants and local communities
Enhanced data with semantic and linked data characteristics to increase their value
and make them easily reusable; so that at the end cross-sector and multi-lingual
integration will be much easier with less pre-processing.
Enablement of new business models that will secure sustainability and transparency
in organisations operations.
Reduction of barriers associated to the analysis of maritime data

Keywords: maritime applications, predictive maintenance, wave power generation,
maritime security, maritime protection
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2.2.7 Exploiting the power of business/corporate data
Title
euBusinessGraph
Project
euBusinessGraph: Discover Business Data
Location/s
Forskningsveien 1, Blindern, 0314 OSLO, NORWAY
Summary
euBusinessGraph aims to create a
crossborder knowledge graph of
companies, and a set of innovative
business products and services
build upon the knowledge graph.
Why? Corporate
information,
including
basic
company
firmographics, financials and contextual data are the foundation that many data
value chains in different sectors depend on.
For whom? The most evident examples of such value chains are the business
information sector, the marketing and sales sector and the business publishing
industry.
The challenge! Collecting and aggregating information about a business entity from
public sources, across borders and languages is a tedious and very expensive task.
How? By providing a data marketplace based on a “business knowledge graph” – a
highly interconnected graph of company-related information. The marketplace will
enable the creation of data-driven products and services
Partners
SINTEF, OpenCorporates, CERVED, SDATI, EVRY, Deutsche Welle, Ontotext,
Brønnøysund Register Centre, JSI Inštitut Jožef Stefan, UNIMIB
Contact (e-mail address)
Project Co-ordinator: Dr. Dumitru Roman of SINTEF ICT (Networked Systems and
Services (NSS). Forskningsveien 1, Blindern, 0314 OSLO, NORWAY.
Dumitru.Roman@sintef.no
Pilot description
Create a new product for corporate events data access (“CED”), by leveraging the
approach and provisioning the infrastructure of euBusinessGraph for integrating
public corporate register data with the OpenCorporates.com database, which targets
a wide range of stakeholders ranging from sales and marketing to regulators.
Increase the revenues generated by an existing tenders discovery service to
evaluate companies participating in public administration tenders (“TDS”),
currently widely used by the Italian public sector.
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Extend an existing SaaS B2B lead generation service (“Atoka+”), which currently
targets the Italian market (it is used by hundreds of small to medium enterprises
(SMEs), banks, large corporations, and local government bodies), by expanding its
coverage to two new countries (UK and Norway), and at the same time improving
the data quality and coverage for all the three covered countries.
Provide a novel Customer Relationship Management (CRM) service (“CRM-S”) as an
extension to an existing CRM offering in Norway, enabling a new line of business for
CRM vendors and allowing them to extend their offering by integrating high-quality
data from the provisioned business graph.
Create an innovative data journalism product (“DJP”) to support data journalists
with better access to cross-border company networks data that additionally offers
customised packages of company-related data to consumers of media products.
Create a Norwegian Public Registries API service (“BR-S”) to improve accessibility to
four (currently disconnected) major Norwegian authoritative public sector registers
(Central Coordinating Register for Legal Entities, Register of Business Enterprises,
The Registry of Company Accounts, and Registry of State Aid), by publishing them in
Linked Data format as part of the business graph provisioned by euBusinessGraph.
Objectives and Expected results
Main objective of euBusinessGraph is to create the foundations of a European crossborder and cross-lingual businessgraph through aggregating, linking, and
provisioning (open and non-open) high-quality company-related data. This will be
done by leveraging the power of the emerging technologies such as Data-as-aService and Linked Data.
In summary, euBusinessGraph will:
•
•
•

Make company data more accessible, more usable and easier to understand
Make it easier for company data providers to publish and distribute their data.
Make it easier for data consumers to find and access company data needed for their
businesses.

Expected results can be summarized as follows:
•

•

A “business graph” – a highly interconnected graph of Europe-wide companyrelated information both from authoritative and non-authoritative sources
(including data both from the public and private sector).
A reliable data provisioning of the business graph in the form of a data
marketplace that in turn will enable the creation of a set of data-driven products
and services via a set of corresponding business cases. The data insights
generated by the proposed products and services will in turn feed the generated
data insights back into the business graph, ensuring that information collected
and aggregated within the graph is sustainable and of high value.

Keywords: business data/information, marketing and sales, media/content
providers
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2.2.8 Empowering patients avoiding privacy breaches
Title
MyHealthMyData (MHMD)
Project
MyHealthMyData (MHMD)
Location/s
Italy (coordinator)
Summary
With its 150 exabytes of stored data worldwide per year, healthcare is surely a bright
example of the much discussed “data explosion”, and its growth is expected to pick
up further speed thanks to decreasing costs in high-throughput medical tests such
as genome sequencing, high definition diagnostic imaging, new biomolecular disease
markers, not to mention the huge amount of data coming from mobile and wearable
devices, all this playing a fundamental role in fostering innovation and improving
clinical outcomes. At the same time, though, acquiring and storing patient
information imposes high costs and liabilities on biomedical research centers and
private businesses, slowing down the pace of new discoveries, all in a sector
where identity theft and privacy breaches are rampant. This is not surprising as the
current IT landscape remains a set of local data repositories, mostly managed by
hospitals, often lacking the skills, experience and capital to establish appropriate
defenses. In parallel, no incentive to share data is available for those producing the
data, the patients, who remain disenfranchised of their right to control over who
uses their personal information and for what purposes.
In this context, MyHealthMyData (MHMD) stems from the urgency of Security
Patient Data, reducing “by design” the risk of identifying theft and privacy breaches,
and introducing a new way to share private information empowering their primary
owners, the patients.
Partners
Lynkeus (Italy), “Athena” Research and Innovation Center (Greece), National
Research Council of Italy IEIIT-CNR (Italy), Digi.me (UK), Gnúbila (France), HES-SO
(University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland), HW Communications Limited
(HWC) (UK), Panetta & Associati (Italy), SBA Research (Austria), Siemens Healthcare
(Germany), Transislvania University of Brașov (Romania), The Charité –
Universitätsmedizin Berlin (Germany), Ospedale Pedistrico Bambino Gesù (Italy),
Queen Mary University of London (UK), University College of London (UK)
Contact
Edwin Morley-Fletcher
email: mf@lynkeus.com
LYNKEUS. Via Livenza, 6. 00198 ROMA (RM)
Pilot description
The project will implement a prototype in a Securely anonymized and encrypted
data Use Case, led by Siemens Healthcare. It will explore the feasibility of using
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securely anonymized or encrypted data for advanced data analytics and patientspecific model-based prediction applications, such as personalized physiological
modelling for clinical risk estimation, or retrieval of medical annotations relative to a
clinical case as well as identification of similar cases from the database.
Objectives and Expected results
Citizens’ empowerement by
-

-

-

Development of the dynamic consent interface, aimed at enabling data subjects to
allow, refuse and withdraw access to their data according to different types of
potential usage.
Build-up of a blockchain-based software infrastructure in which individual data
exchanges are governed by peer-to-peer relationships between all the stakeholders.
Implementation of the personal data account, a personal cloud allowing data
subjects for direct access to their whole clinical data from any personal device
through the blockchain.
Use of smart contracts to assist data subjects in their right to access, erase, modify
delete or even “be forgotten”.
Analysis of the current legislation applicable to the processing of health data and
other personal information, definition of a proper legal and regulatory framework
and creation of new rules and best practices for uncovered processes, solutions and
methodologies.

Increased Data Protection by
-

-

-

Application of the blockchain model, a resilient and decentralised secure control
system to monitor and assess the legitimacy of data transactions and detect
fraudulent activities in real time.
Identification and system implementation of the most suitable and robust deidentification and encryption technologies needed to secure different types of
information.
Evaluation of the overall security of the system architecture by testing it through
dedicated re-identification and penetration self-hacking simulations and public
hacking challenges.

Data Value enhancement by
-

-

Profiling and classification of sensitive data based on their informational, scientific
and economic value.
Implementation of normalisation services able to process, harmonize and
semantically consolidate all authorized data allowing rapid merging of
heterogeneous sources.
Creation of a unique application programming interface (API) to facilitate lawful data
access to all registered stakeholders with a user-friendly registration process,
supporting development of a proper Big Data analytical framework.

Keywords: healthcare, data privacy

2.2.9 Big Data at the service of Public Safety and Public Security
Title
AEGIS: Advanced Big Data Value Chain for Public Safety and Personal Security
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Project
AEGIS brings together the data, the network and the technologies to create a
curated, semantically enhanced, interlinked and multilingual repository for Public
Safety and Personal Security.
Location/s
Germany, Italy, Sweden, Greece, Cyprus, UK, France, Austria
Summary
AEGIS aims at creating an interlinked Public Safety and Personal Security Data Value
Chain, and at delivering a novel platform for big data curation, integration, analysis
and intelligence sharing. AEGIS will help EU companies to adopt a more data-driven
mentality, extending and/or modifying their individual data solutions and offering
more advanced data services (e.g. data cleansing, data integration, semantic data
linking) while at the same time attaching value to their datasets and introducing
novel business models for the data sharing economy.
Partners
Fraunhofer Fokus (Germany), GFT (Italy), KTH(Sweden), Virtual Vehicle (Austria),
UBITECH (Greece and Cyprus), DSS Lab (NTUA), EPFL (France), SUITE5 (UK),
Hypertech (Greece), HDI Assicurazioni (Italy)
Contact
Project Coordinator: Dr. Yury Glikman, Fraunhofer FOKUS
Pilot description
AEGIS aims at driving data-driven innovation that expands over multiple business
sectors (e.g. public, environment, health, automotive, insurance, etc.) and taps
structured, unstructured and multilingual data sets to create a novel data value
chain around Public Safety and Personal Security (PSPS).
AEGIS offers novel services and applications that allow PSPS-related industries to
generate: (a) more factual and evidence-based analytics, (b) improved decision
support models, and (c) new business services focused on real-time data
collaboration, knowledge sharing and notifications amongst the key stakeholders. All
this will be demonstrated in the following pilots:
Automotive and Road Safety Data
This pilot will explore how vehicle driving data and other road safety-related data
can be meshed and modelled, aggregated and semantically annotated in order to
extract meaningful, automotive and road safety-relevant information. Various
combinations of vehicle driving datasets as well as datasets from other domains will
be used to determine which of them provides the most valuable insights into safetyrelevant events.
Smart Home and Assisted Living
This pilot will focus on advanced monitoring and assisted living management, aiming
to improve everyday living and enhance the wellbeing of people belonging to
vulnerable groups. AEGIS will work on the provision of services pertaining proactive
and reactive security and protection through smart notifications and personalised
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recommendations, as well as indoor comfort and quality preservation. The backbone
intelligence of this demonstrator will come out of big data analysis of various
datasets including activity data, health data as well as other third party data.
Insurance: Support, Warning and Personal Offering
Personalised early warning system for asset protection, forecasting and near real
time event detection and analysis of potential impacts on the Company Business,
aiming to improve on the one side the customer satisfaction and loyalty, on the
other to enhance and ease the planning, cross-selling and up-selling of the Company.
AEGIS will provide a unique interface to access and analyze information coming from
diverse and heterogeneous data sources that will be combined with the in-house big
data platform developed by an insurance company.
Objectives and Expected results
Scientific and Innovation objectives
• To identify and semantically link diverse cross-sector and multi-lingual
information sources contributing to the generation of a trustful data sharing
value chain around Pubic Safety
• To supply a scientifically rigorous methodology for data handling microservices that compose a novel Big Data Architecture allowing constant
expansion
Technical objectives
• To roll-out improved intelligence conveying cross-sector and multi-lingual
tools, turning the Big Data 4Vs (Volume, Variety, Veracity, Velocity) into Value
• To deliver an open, secure, privacy-respectful, configurable, scalable cloud
based Big Data infrastructure as a Service benefiting all actors in the value
chain
Business objectives
• To validate and optimize the AEGIS platform through a set of long-lasting
(>15months) demonstrators in three (3) different sectors
• To introduce new Business Models and Data-driven Shared Economy
principles in different business sectors through the offering of AEGIS as-aService
• To establish an Open Innovation Community supporting real-life
demonstration applications and expanding the usage of the AEGIS platform
to all stakeholders affected.
Keywords: public safety, personal security, smart home and assisted living,
insurance, road safety

2.2.10 Making the fashion industry smarter
Title
FashionBrain: Understanding Europe’s Fashion Data Universe
Project
FashionBrain
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Location/s
UK, Germany, The Netherlands, Switzerland
Summary
FashionBrain aims at combining data from
heterogeneous sources to support different
fashion industry players by predicting
upcoming fashion trends from social media
as well as by providing personalized
recommendations and advanced fashion
item search to customers.

Partners
University of Sheffield, Beuth University of Applied Sciences, Universite de Fribourg,
Zalando SE, Fashwell AG and MonetDB Solutions B.V.
Contact
Kathryn Mackellar, University of Sheffield
Email: k.mackellar@sheffield.ac.uk
Pilot description
Zalando is one of the most well-known online sites for shopping, specialized in shoes
and fashion for women, men and children. It will be used as pilot to demonstrate the
objectives of the project. A demo on the Zalando deep learning powered search
engines is already available [28].
Objectives and Expected results
FashioBrain combines data generated by different fashion industry multisectorial
players, such as manufacturers and distribution networks, online shops, large
retailers, and value-added services companies (e.g., social media analysis, market
observers, call centers, press/magazines etc). Data is used as input for machine
learning algorithms providing as outcome the ability for retailers to provide novel
services to their customers in order to improve their shopping experience and boost
their loyalty. As a result, the project will have an impact in the improvement of the
fashion industry value chain obtained thanks to the creation of novel on-line
shopping experiences, the detection of influencers, and the prediction of upcoming
fashion trends. Tangible outcomes will include software, demonstrators, and novel
algorithms for a data-driven fashion industry.
Keywords: customer insights, retailers, marketing, shopping, fashion industry

2.2.11Technologies for ensuring data privacy while enabling data
innovation
Title
SODA: Scalable Oblivious Data Analytics
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Project
SODA
Location/s
The Netherlands
Summary
Unleashing the potential of data innovation requires sharing of data between
organizations that is, in many cases, personal data. This challenge calls for
techniques that protect personal information for data access, processing, and
analysis. SODA will enable practical privacy-preserving analytics of information from
multiple data assets using multi-party computation techniques. This means data
does not need to be shared, only made available for encrypted processing.
Partners
Philips, Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), Aarhus University, the Alexandra
Institute, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
Contact
Paul Koster, Philips: r.p.koster@philips.com
Pilot description
SODA will work on two demonstrators, one of them focused on distributed medical
research. The second will probably tackle the financial sector, in which MPC has the
potential to enable new data analytics applications. However this will be defined in
collaboration with the data experimentation incubators of the program (no
additional data has been published at this stage).
Objectives and Expected results
The following benefits could be expected from the successful development of SODA:
-

Substantial improvement of technologies for data access to better protect consumer
and personal data
Substantial improvement of MPC-based technologies for data processing and
analysis to better protect consumer and personal data
Respect security in line with existing and future EU rules on the protection of
personal data.
Improved confidence and satisfaction of data subjects by the end of 2020.
Substantial improvements towards creating a secure environment for data access,
process and analysis, demonstrated in the use situations that arise in the data
experimentation/integration projects (ICT-14b)

Keywords: data privacy, medical research.

2.2.12 Scalable and transparent framework for privacy compliance
Title
Scalable Policy-aware Linked Data Architecture For Privacy, Transparency and
Compliance
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Project
SPECIAL
Location/s
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and UK
Summary
The vision of SPECIAL is vision is to reconcile Big Data and personal data protection
via an innovative data handling solution and a transparency framework. For this the
project develops technology to ease industry’s difficulties with GDPR compliance and
to enable respectful treatment of personal information. The consequence is
emerging ways of user interaction on privacy and trusted customer relationships.
Partners
Vienna University of Economics and Business, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C),
the unbahängige Landeszentrum für Datenschutz (ULD), the Centro Regionale
Information Communication Technology (CeRICT), the Technische Universität Berlin
(TU-Berlin), TenForce, PROXIMUS/Belgacom, Deutsche Telekom AG and Thomson
Reuters
Contact
special-contact@ercim.eu
Pilot description
The project will develop several pilots to demonstrate the benefits with real cases:
-

-

-

Proximus is a Belgian telecommunications provider offering telephony (landline and
mobile), internet and Internet TV. Their use case foresees the creation of a tourist
recommendation tool on the basis of customer interest profiles. The tool is aimed at
visitors of the Belgian coast.
Deutsche Telekom is a leading European telecommunications provider and involved
in the SPECIAL project with a focus at exploring various possible use cases. One of
them is aimed at municipality road layout optimisation and traffic management.
Furthermore, a use case includes traffic alert information for customers based on
their commuting behaviour and other geolocation data.
Thomson Reuters Limited (TR) located in the United Kingdom is focused on
supporting Know Your Customer requirements in the financial sector. To this end, TR
provides end-to-end client identity and verification services that enable financial
institutions to fulfil their compliance and due diligence obligations against financial
crimes based e.g. on international and national anti-money laundering laws and
regulations.

Objectives and Expected results
Development of technology that:
-

supports the acquisition of user consent at collection time and the recording of both
data and metadata (consent policies, event data, context) according to legislative
and user-specified policies;
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-

caters for privacy-aware, secure workflows that include usage/access control,
transparency and compliance verification;
demonstrates robustness in terms of performance, scalability and security
provides a dashboard with feedback and control features that make privacy in Big
Data comprehensible and manageable for data subjects, controllers, and processors.

Keywords: data privacy, GDPR compliance, privacy-aware financials, traffic
management, tourism recommendations
From the analysis of pilots we can already conclude that some synergies between
projects can be established.
From a general point of view, projects from the first wave cover the following
domains: Mobility/transport/logistics, Bioeconomy (agriculture, fishery, forestry), ecommerce, Retail and Marketing, Maritime applications, including energy
generation, Healthcare, Public safety and to a less extent and through individual use
cases also tourism, insurance and financials.
Some projects are cross-sectorial as part of their concept even though
demonstrations in the context of the project are brought to concrete use cases. That
is especially the case of euBusinessGraph and SLIPO offering access to
business/company data and PoI data respectively.
Even though focused on different aspects or applying distinct approaches, we
already see many use cases in Transport, urban mobility or logistics (TT, QROWD,
AEGIS, SPECIAL), but also in retail & marketing (euBusinessGraph, FashionBrain, EWShopp) and in Healthcare/AAL (MyHealthMyData, AEGIS, SODA).

3 User engagement activities within the period
Following the strategy depicted in M6 [1], BDVe has taken advantage of the
connections established in the beginning of the project and the operational status of
the two lighthouses DataBio and TT in order to push user engagement and an
extended data ecosystem in the Food Industry and Transport and logistics. In
addition, we report other opportunities emerged from the Smart Manufacturing
industry (in general linked to I4.0) and Public Sector, which is currently
underrepresented in the PPP (even though it not may be considered a sector with as
high potential economic impact as some others, it is especially important because of
the ability to engage policy makers and its social effect). For the sake of simplicity we
provide basic data about each of the activities in the following sections, but
interested readers can come back to the consortium for further clarification and
details if the links are not satisfactory enough.

3.1 Big Data for Food Industry
Our activities in the last months have relied on establishing connections and dialogue
with other stakeholders that are working in the domain, covering the entire value
chain. This has brought us to communities like EIP-AGRI (activities pushed forward by
DG AGRI), groups working on the Food Industry from other (sometimes very close)
technology perspectives, as it is the case of AIOTI, which has an active working
group on Smart Farming with a huge lighthouse (IoF2020) and industrial
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communities in the domain interested in Big Data but completely out of research
activities, including the “agri” startup ecosystem.
Interest gathered in the last months has been increasing to the point of ending up in
the setting-up of formally established working group on Big Data for Food in the
BDVA framework. This will enable easier operationalization of some activities and
more continuous interactions.

3.1.1 Stakeholder engagement activities
EIP-AGRI Seminar "Digital Innovation Hubs: mainstreaming digital agriculture" [29]
(Kilkenny, Ireland; June 2017)
The general objective of this event was to enable policy makers, research and
technology organisations, the agriculture sector, and investors to share knowledge,
expertise and needs to develop Digital Innovation Hubs for agriculture. Main
organizer was DG AGRI and the workshop counted on a wide representation of
stakeholders, including the most relevant ones from the farming/food industry.
Many discussions addressed data-related topics, including elements like
infrastructure and its cost, data sharing principles, privacy and security,
interoperability challenges and especially business models arising from the data
economy (most farmers are not willing to share their data nowadays). This was an
opportunity to present the activities and views of the Big Data Value PPP. Solutions
in this field are in general tailored to each and every customer (when referring to
small and medium farmers), since on the opposite side we have giants of the
industry that seem to impose their rules to the others and play in a different
playground. Discussions were framed in the implementation of Digital
Transformation policies, with DIH and Digital Platforms as major instruments for
that. List of participants, final, report and agenda are accessible in [29].
Workshop EBDVF 2017 [30]
(Versailles, France; November 2017)
BDVe was the driver of the “Data-driven Food Production” workshop held at the
EBDVF last year. We invited Mr. Sjaak Wolfert, expert in the domain from the
WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY, coordinator of the IoF2020 project (IoT LSP on Smart
farming). We enjoyed lively discussions with presence of both IT suppliers (big data
community) but also representatives from the demand side, with interesting cases
from Monsanto (data-driven crop production), Hispatec (food traceability), the
DataBio project (New Methods of Advanced Visualisation of Big Data for Agriculture)
or Denis Dubourdieu Domaines from Bordeaux (Big Wine Optimization). The strategy
and views from DG AGRI were also shared with the high number of participants to
the workshop.
Workshop Integrated and Smart Food Value Chain @IoT Week 2018 [31]
(Bilbao, Spain; June 2018)
The workshop was held in the framework of the IoT Week 2018 and specifically as
part of the Smart Farming and Food Security track. Discussion on gaps, trends and
needs were brought to the panel of experts, where we presented the activities in Big
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Data for the sector. Other perspectives included IoT developments in the area,
enriched by the experience of the EIT Food and food production projects in I4.0.
Finally, the session engaged some public sector representatives and policy makers,
who shared the experience and strategy towards the use of technologies like IoT and
Big Data in processes such as the CAP monitoring.
Smart Agrifood Summit [32]
(Málaga, Spain; June 2018)
Smart Agrifood Summit is the world's largest event on innovation and
entrepreneurship in the Agrifood sector, as shown by the figures of the following
picture.

Figure 2 – SmartAgrifood Summit in numbers [32]
Even though the event had a strong focus on entrepreneurship and generating
relationships between startups in the agri-sector and investors, it also performed a
forum program with high-level speakers, including the Spanish Minister of
Agriculture and the major of Malaga (host city). The Big data Value PPP was
represented in the Big Data track, together with representatives of John Deere,
Bynse, Top Digital and EC2CE. The event resulted in big impact in the press.
Proposal for a session @ EBDVF 2018 [33]
(Vienna, Austria; November 2018)
As part of the future activities we will capitalize opportunities generated by both the
demand and supply sides to share our views, generate discussion, create awareness
about the PPP, its activities and outcomes and attract stakeholders of the domain.
That is why we have already submitted applications for the upcoming edition of
EBDVF, which will be held in Vienna. A proposal for a workshop/session on Big Data
for Food and Environment has already been accepted by the committee.

3.1.2 Launch of BDVA sub-group on Big Data for Agriculture
One of the major achievements of this WP in this period has been the proposal and
formal approval of a working group focused on the Food Industry in BDVA. Even
though many activities have already been developed (some examples are the
workshops described in this section, which are part of the PPP activities), the
formalization of the group will give the community a working framework and will
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speed up outcomes and potential impact of the group. A meeting will take place at
the next BDVA Activity Group meeting (Brussels; 12 September), including
representatives from DG CONNECT and DG AGRI engaged in the development of
Platforms for Agriculture. For an overview of the objectives, check the mandate of
the group in Annex I.

3.2 Support to Transport and Logistics
The activities to support Transport and Logistics have been more reduced than those
of the previous sector, since the number of projects operating in that field in the PPP
is very relevant and for example, TT has declared that such a big effort was not
needed. As such, we have paid attention to ensure the coherence of the PPP
message in the related fora and we have supported projects in the domain to get
their voice heard in front of relevant constituencies for knowledge exchange,
awareness, interaction with other stakeholders and visibility of the PPP activities in
mobility. BDVe has also supported the creation of tracks to involve transport and
mobility projects in the PPP events and facilitate their interaction (e.g. EBDVF 2017
and 2018, Big Data PPP Meet-up event Sofia…).
IoT Open Data Access to advance mobility in European Cities [34]
(Brussels, September 2018)
As an example of the promotion of the activities associated to Transport and logistics
outside the PPP we report here a very recent workshop, co-organized with Ertico, for
which we created awareness around all projects of the PPP and promoted a view
from the BDVA sub-working group on Transport, enriched with visions from those
projects. Representatives of some of them were present and in some cases also as
speakers (e.g. QROWD).

3.3 Smart Manufacturing Industry
The case of Smart Manufacturing Industry is special, because we did not plan it as a
priority for the first period, but the increasing interest and opportunities in the
domain have made it become one of the most visible areas of the activities in the
PPP at sectorial level. Hence, we have supported the community in creating tracks,
workshops and panels to interact with the huge community that nowadays work in
one or another aspect of Smart Manufacturing (thanks, among others, to Industry
4.0 and the focus of many Digital Transformation activities, including networks of
DIH (e.g. I4MS) on manufacturing). This has even resulted in the signature of a MoU
with EFFRA3 [35]. Sessions at EBDVF Versailles, Meet-up Sofia, plans for EBDVF
Vienna, sessions at BDVA meetings, etc reflect the intensity of the activities in the
topic.
Connected Factories Scenario building workshop
(Brussels; September 2017)

3

EFFRA stands for European Factories of the Future Research Association
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As an example of support provided to the PPP and in line with reinforcing
collaborations with EFFRA and major players in manufacturing, we report here the
collaboration offered to the Connected Factories Scenario Building Workshop held
around one year ago and were many data-related topics were discussed.
A report of the workshop can be found in [36].

3.4 First steps in attracting Public Sector
As one of those opportunities that emerge in an spontaneous way, some months ago
we started a dialogue with the BigPolicyCanvas project [37]. The mission of the
project is to foster collaboration among public sector, enterprises, citizens and
researchers and offer the appropriate knowledge base, research directions and
recommendations towards building a more effective, efficient, precise and evidencebased public sector, promoting transparency and restoring trust to public sector
structures. Looking at the concrete work to be developed by this initiative,
BigPolicyCanvas will elaborate a roadmap to enable public administrations to
improve their readiness with regard to the integration of Big Data for the
achievement of informed, evidence-based policy making in highly important
application fields. Because of the relevance of this work to the Big Data Value PPP
and because of the obvious interest in putting Public Sector representatives and Big
data practitioners together we have pushed forward a process to understand the
feasibility of setting up a new sub-working group on Public Sector. This will be
validated by the potential interest of the PPP membership in this topic in a workshop
proposed by the project for the upcoming edition of EBDVF.
Meanwhile, we have already exchanged views and material with them and have
brought the PPP messages to the fora where researchers in e-government and policy
makers meet, thanks to opportunities like the workshop on “Transforming Decision
and Policy Making through Big Data” at GOV-CeDEM-ePART 2018 conference4
(Krems, Austria; September 2018), where –in addition to us- two additional projects
of the PPP were present (BigDataOcean, AEGIS). Agenda of the workshop available in
Annex II.

4 The Big Data Landscape tool
In this section we provide a brief overview of one of the tools developed by WP3 in
conjunction with WP5 and that, as well as the Big Data marketplace, should support
community building and interactions between actors interested in Big Data (playing
any role in the value chain).
The Big Data landscape is a visual representation of the location of major actors and
elements of the Big Data community. So, yes, it is basically a map. What is then the
added value with respect to other maps that we can find on the web? What we
intent to do is to create several layers that enable companies looking for a concrete
resource (big data-related) to find it. In fact, we do not disregard existing and
previous efforts and we leverage them. Discussions and exchanges have happened

4

http://depts.washington.edu/egcdep18/#/
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particularly with the Network of Big Data CoE, with IDC (as main promoter of the
Data landscape within the Data Monitoring Tool [38], together with Open Evidence)
and with the recently finished EuDEco project [39], but we also build on top of
initiatives like the Smart Data Forum or the existing geographical representation of
BDVA members. In fact, we take them as data sources and reuse them for a richer
representation.
Instead of just a visualization of organizations (Academia, industry, research
organizations, others) on a map, we have conceived the map as a superposition of
layers where different entities will be represented.
1. Big Data Actors: this layer refers to what we have just explained and could be
considered somehow similar to existing initiatives. Both supply and demand
will be represented- It will be possible to search by using different criteria.
2. Big Data Enablers. We mean by enablers different entities that can help
companies interested in Big Data in developing their projects, plans and
strategies. Thus, they are intermediaries with a support function. We will
specifically include the following sub-layers under (2):
o Network of Big Data CoE, offering a wide range of experts in Big Data.
Being a scientific community, capabilities here will deal with skills and
research, even though some centers entail technology transfer
activities too.
o Big Data National Initiatives. This sub-layer gives visibility to the
initiatives operating at national/regional level with a focus on Big
Data. In most cases these initiatives work in the same way than BDVA
but restricted to their geographical areas, being perfect environments
for networking, access to capital, access to national funding
opportunities, etc. Information about them can be found in [D3.11].
o I-Spaces. The network of Innovation Spaces, as it is described in D3.11
provides a unique added value for data-driven experimentation. ISpaces are instruments to promote data sharing and to experiment
with analytic platforms.
3. Pilots/Use cases. Finally, a third sub-layer will add to the others by providing
a geographical distribution of the pilots implemented in the PPP. At this
moment it is hard to find information about them; furthermore, this would
require visiting each and every project website (this is part of the work we
did for collecting the information described in Section 2.2). We think that this
information will help to exemplify the impact of the work developed in the
PPP and could inspire other use cases or promote the replication of existing
ones both within and beyond the PPP boundaries.
In the next phase the Big Data Landscape will be integrated with the marketplace. As
a result, actors with an asset in the marketplace will be visible on the map if this
option is selected as search criteria.
The following picture can be used to understand what users will get when visiting
the tool5 (which is not online yet).

5

https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/
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Figure 3 – Screen of the Big Data Landscape with the layered representation

5 Next steps
The work in the next period will be based on the strategy described in [D3.2] but
enriched and adapted to the evolution of the PPP as needed.
•

•
•

•
•

Our plan conceived an active involvement and driving position in 2 sectors per
period plus a continuous (best effort) support function in other sectors of relevance
to the PPP (this includes activities to create PPP awareness and community building
at cross-sectorial level too). The first period has implemented a good number of
actions in the Food Industry as well as Transport and Logistics, with additional
activities falling notably under Smart Manufacturing Industry, Public Sector and to
some extent smart cities, and few others. WP3 will work with WP2 to understand
the best opportunities and invest in those ones, even though we expect an intense
workload as a result of the sectors that have already been tackled in the first part of
the project, notably the operationalization of the Big data for Food sub-group and
the possible launch of the sub-group on Public Sector.
We will continue the support and visibility of the PPP in the context of Digital
Transformation policies.
We will promote opportunities for knowledge exchange, f2f meetings and
networking and awareness not only within sectorial siloes but also at cross-sectorial
level, all that leading to a richer European data ecosystem. For this we will tackle
both major events in the context of the PPP (EBDVF, meet-up, BDVA meetings…) and
beyond the PPP (related and non-related to the EC)
We will work on understanding the relationships between the application of Big
Data in different industrial domains and the advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
More concrete operational activities will include:
o Population and enrichment of the database of the Big Data Landscape
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o

Revising/updating pilots of the projects coming from the first wave of the
PPP and characterization of all the pilots and use cases of projects funded by
the second wave of the program

Finally, and as a new element of our work plan even though still serving the main
objectives, we will carry out a calendar of webminars open to anyone who is
interested in Big Data. However, we expect them to be a major tool to connect
projects in the PPP, members in BDVA, other initiatives, etc. We have invested a lot
of resources in face-to-face workshops and meetings, but that formula does not
scale. The impact of the PPP could be enormously increased with a more powerful
agenda of virtual activities. This would allow many additional players to get to know
the activities of the PPP, understand what projects are producing, see success stories
of startups funded by the program that have attracted huge capital from investors,
participate in technical sessions to see how different data platforms, architectures or
protocols perform in different operational contexts. These are just examples that
could not be materialized (at least not all of them) by organizing f2f encounters. On
the other hand, webminars provide a more flexible and agile tool to address an
interesting agenda of topics with experts from within the PPP and external ones that
could become a great opportunity for knowledge sharing, exchange and awareness.
This idea will be implemented in cooperation with WP2 for obvious reasons. [D2.11]
describes the motivation, methodology (before and after webminars) and contents.
So, we will not repeat it again here, apart from capturing the topics of the so called
Industrial-oriented track, which will be the main area of contribution of WP3. This is
just an orientation of possible topics of interest for the first webminars (frequency of
webminars will be one per month, alternating technical and business-sectorial
topics). Further work will be done in the coming months for both preparing topics till
Q1 2018 and working on the organization of the webminars already selected.
o Sector-specific
Data-driven food value chain.
Data-driven Transport and logistics.
Adoption of Big Data Solutions by Public Sector.
Degree of Data adoption in Smart Cities.
Digital Twin in Manufacturing.
Opportunities, challenges and solutions of Big Data for Health.
Data-driven Energy in Europe.
o General:
Tips to apply GDPR (i.e. how does GDPR affect a project or a
sector, practical examples, implications, etc.).
Data sharing architectures and solutions (this overlaps a bit
with technical content, but the idea is to explore solutions
from a high-level point of view).
Data value and monetization.
Taking advantage of existing data sources: a look at
Copernicus DIAS (Data and Information Access Services).
Getting to know the European Open Data Portal.
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Figure 4 – Wireframes of the Webminars page at the PPP portal

6 Conclusions
This deliverable reports the stay of play in the PPP in terms of engagement with
user-sectorial communities. For this we have provided an overview of the current
picture of activities, as reported in the PPP monitoring report, and complemented by
the description of the pilots envisaged by the projects of the first wave. This will be
complemented by the second wave projects in the upcoming period. Pilots offer a
very good tool to see in more tangible ways the impact of the technical work of the
projects in real processes and environments, helping those that are not experts to
better understand what the impact of Big Data could be for them. Awareness about
them is thus considered important to inspire other companies and promote
replication.
The deliverable then documents some of the opportunities materialized by BDVe for
community building and support to the Data Ecosystem, following the strategy and
the priorities set up in D3.2. Actions address mainly the Food Industry, Transport and
Logistics and in a more incipient way, Public Sector and Smart Manufacturing
Industry. Other sectors of the PPP have also been supported even though playing a
smaller role, as depicted in the document. Chapter 4 provides some insights about
the so called Big Data landscape, a tool developed by the project to represent the
data ecosystem in a visual way. Existing maps will be enhanced by multiple layers of
information that will help stakeholders to look for different kinds of resources and
capabilities. Finally, the document ends with a view to future actions.
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7 Annex I. Big Data for Agriculture subgroup in
BDVA. Mandate
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8 Annex
II.
BigPolicyCanvas
workshop
“Transforming Decision and Policy making
through Big Data·
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